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Abstract 

The Koran source rooting for grammatical rules and legal 

provisions, which is best to talk it included the best of it involves the 

news of the meanings beneficial and the University of the assets of the 

faith, and legislation, and reasoning, and alert to the seriousness of the 

worlds and objects, and the wonders of composition rights, and the mind, 

and dissemination of literature, and call the minds of consideration and 

reasoning right, and the eloquence of his words and the eloquence of its 

meaning adults extent miracles, and being certified for its books and is 

dominant.  

Hence this research is an attempt to uncover some mysteries built 

the Qur'anic text and their syntax, and deposited where the secrets of the 

evidence and the eyes of meanings, so that the problem of this research 

are such as the old renewed, and went out in every age according to the 

conventions of his family has dealt with veterans in their search of the 

relationship of meaning verbally and structure. 

 And then I wanted to answer in this search for a dilemma 

concerning the above, centered on the impact of the syntax of the 

sentence the Qur'an in the fourth quarter in guiding significance in 

general, and can add the sentence structure of meanings supplementary or 

secondary schools that will highlight the difference between the 

structures that appear to have the same content, or those that follow suit 

synthetic converges in particular. 

To answer this it followed the structure of sentence grammar in the 

quarter studied based on the classification of sentence in the book of 

grammar and rhetoric, beginning with the wholesale news reporting 

nominal and real, proven and exiled, then the sentence order which is the 

part corresponding to the news of the so-called establishment, and the end 

of the sentence conditional on the division of some grammarians, In the 

meantime you trace rhetorical features that relate to the structure of the 

type them, and sometimes appears to suggest the nuances of the increase 

in some letters or deleted. 
It included the first chapter syntax nominal  proven in many ways, 

which showed the debutante and the news their formulas multiple terms 

of definition, and indefinite, and the presentation and the delay, the 

demilitarized Alnoasch, or what is copied to (if) and sisters (or was) 

Brought in to confirm the news and in order to strengthen it, which is 

predominantly included the significance of the description and the 

stability of Vortex, the exiled nominal sentence were received less than 

its predecessor. 
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And allocated the second quarter of the sentence proven physical, 

and brought already the past and the present a function of the renewal of 

which is determined, the actual sentence exiled We saw the use of 

intelligent tools for exile, reportedly, mostly in exile to (not) for its 

comprehensiveness, and (what) the competence to enter into the present 

tense and the past 

And allocated the third quarter of the total order, varied structure of 

matter in the quarter studied by investing the entire formula, it is tense to 

the command source and the name of doing it and the present tense 

coupled with (lame) matter, and the slicker in the methods of reporting, 

and guidance to indicate, in accordance with the purposes of the 

legitimacy of obligatory to something or mustahabb or permissible . 

And the form of question most of the phrases application and was 

predominantly Balhmzh the flexibility to enter the names and deeds, and 

came out with the other meanings as the disbelief and reprimand and 

threats, also used the question in the report and the harbor, came the way 

of forbidding the road usually is present tense is associated with (not) ius, 

in the singular, sometimes, and to form combination at other times, as is 

forbidden by telling by forbidding or necessary, which is an act forbidden 

in most conditions. 

The fourth chapter dealt with the conditional sentence, broken 

down by type of tool. Artisanal, and nominal, and circumstantial. Add to 

Order Frequently compositions. 

We found through this research that the sentence Quranic based on 

the health of their meaning and provisions of their structure on truth and 

honesty and coincidence Mahz of the argument, and wording that are 

identical in honor and eloquence and injury for the purposes of meanings, 

so of his words and meaning the maximum tolerated by Ashraf language 

for humans, the Arabic vocabulary and systems , there by incapable of 

each eloquently that comes in kind, all the verses of the Koran very upper 

end of rhetoric, and they are equally so as required by the case of each 

verse of which, and the variation in the large number of privacy and I said 

it continued to the different levels and requirements of the case. 
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